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Abstract

Applications of the fractal dimension include the analysis and interpretation of medical images. The article presents a method for
determining image features that are based on fractal dimension. In the proposed method, an optimization process (modified semi-
multifractal optimization algorithm) creates a division into sub-areas similarly to a multi-resolution method. Using this division, a
characteristic spectrum based on the fractal dimensions is calculated. This spectrum is applied to the recognition method of X-ray
images of teeth. The obtained experimental results showed that the proposed method can effectively recognize such images.
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1. Introduction

Selecting good features that describe objects and matching measures is a central issue in image analysis [23].
Nowadays, the recognition of objects – based on these features and measures – is a very important task. The research
on recognition methods is very intensive and diverse area of machine vision [23]. One of the approaches in finding
features is multi-resolution analysis [2, 4, 21].

The multi-resolution analysis can be described as follows. A subdivision of the image that must fulfil the require-
ments regarding optimization issues is performed. Every sub-area is divided into proper squares or rectangles. The
division process creates a tree. Every leaf of the tree has one of the following attributes: 1 – if the sub-area represents
the object, 0 – if the sub-area is allocated in the background, [0, 1] – if the sub-area contains both: part of the object
and the background.
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Only leaves with attributes within the range [0, 1] are processed. The processing is limited by the precision – the
minimal size of the sub-area.

Another popular approach for extracting features of objects is the use of fractal geometry. Fractals can create
complex images using the self-similarity property [3]. Thanks to these properties, they can be used not only for image
compression [3], but also for image recognition. Fractal features extraction is made using one of two approaches.
In the first approach to obtain a fractal description of the object, the image is compressed using the fractal image
compression algorithm, and then the features are extracted from the transformations created during the compression,
e.g., proto-transformations [19], kernel density estimation of fractal coding parameters [26], mapping vectors [7],
fractal dependence graph [8]. The second approach depends on the use of different kinds of fractal dimension, e.g.,
probability dimension [5], local fractal dimension [6, 17], 3D fractal dimension based on box counting, fractional
Brownian motion and perimeter-area measurement [15].

The wide range of fractal analysis used in medicine is discussed in the literature review presented in [13]. The
fractal analysis is widely used in cardiological and oncological applications and in ophthalmology, radiology, and
dentistry. The bone tissue has a fractal construction. The fractal methods in dentistry are used to determine [13]:
the changes in bone tissue regions, the evaluation of radiological images, implant stability, the different biomaterials
influence on the character of bone remodelling, and it can be a descriptor of bone substitutes. However, the direct use
of the fractal dimension is not suitable, because the appropriate quality of the analysed images must be obtained. It
seems to be difficult for X-ray images.

Evolutionary algorithms are a group of algorithms inspired by nature. They are often applied to solve various
two-dimensional problems. A fractal algorithm is a very interesting approach to global optimization [22] – it creates
a fractal during the optimization process. The proper divisions of 2D space can create a deterministic multi-fractal,
as shown in [20]. In [11], a semi-multifractal optimization algorithm that creates four collections of divisions was
introduced. Four fractal dimensions representing a characteristic spectrum are calculated by using these collections.

In the literature, one can find many different approaches to dental X-ray images matching. Teeth contours are one
of the most frequently used approaches [12, 14, 28]. Other interesting feature extraction methods of dental X-ray
images are: signed feature histogram and keypoint detection [27] and the use of forcefield energy function on the
tooth image and Fourier descriptors of the contour of the tooth [16]. In this paper, the characteristic spectrum obtained
using the semi-multifractal optimization algorithm is used for the feature extraction. At first, a modification of the
semi-multifractal optimization algorithm presented in [11] is proposed. Then, it is shown how to use the obtained
characteristic spectrum for dental X-ray object recognition.

The remaining part of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the proposed modifications of opti-
mization algorithm. Next, Sec. 3 introduces image processes known in the literature. Then, in Sec. 4 a discussion on
the use of automatic tuning of the algorithm is conducted. Moreover, a new recognition method that is based on the
characteristic spectrum is introduced. Experimental verification of the proposed method is made in Sec. 5. Finally,
Sec. 6 presents short concluding remarks.

2. Modifications of the optimization algorithm

There are many similarities between algorithms in the group of evolutionary algorithms. Heuristics (mostly meta-
heuristics) determine the behaviour of these algorithms. The immune algorithms are examples of such algorithms –
the clonal selection algorithm deserves special attention. The immune algorithm has interesting properties that make
this algorithm very effective [9]. In the subsequent iterations, the group of particles (antibodies) in the interaction with
the environment (an antigen) produces mutated clones. The selected best-adapted (to the antigen) clones are a group
of antibodies in the next iteration. The distribution of the particles in the solutions space depends on the algorithm
operation and the environment function. Fractal and multifractal analysis of particles distribution (in relation to the
immune algorithm) are proposed in [10]. The method from [10] shows a high efficiency – the fractal dimension and
multifractal spectrum show changes in particles distribution. Representations of particles that implement specific im-
age division rules, which have similar behaviour as in the immune algorithm are proposed in [11] – this method allows
to determine the characteristic spectrum based on the fractal dimension. The production of clones (Fig. 1) is limited
by the rules: A→ (B,C)(4), B→ (D, A)(2), C → {(B, B)(1), (A,D)(2)}, D→ (A, A)(1) (the number of produced clones is
given in brackets).

http://crossmark.crossref.org/dialog/?doi=10.1016/j.procs.2021.08.191&domain=pdf
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Fig. 1. Shapes of clones.

It results in obtaining four collections of elements that differ in scale – it gives the possibility to determine four
fractal dimensions constituting the characteristic spectrum.

The operation of the Semi-Multifractal Optimization Algorithm (presented in Algorithm 1) can be described as
follows:

1. The creation of a set of antibodies and evaluation1.
2. The selection of an active antibody.
3. Clones production (by using active antibody), mutation and evaluation2.
4. The active antibody is replaced by the best clone.
5. Repeat from step 2 up to the stop criteria are reached.

The evaluation1 and evaluation2 are functions of evaluation of antibodies and clones, respectively.

Algorithm 1: Semi-Multifractal Optimization Algorithm
Data: second is when two objects are separate instances in memory but have the same value. What t Ab – set

of antibodies; Ab – an antibody (Ab ∈ Ab); Ab∗ – a selected antibody (Ab∗ ∈ Ab); C – set of clones; C
– a clone (C ∈ C); Cm – set of mutated clones; Cm – a mutated clone (Cm ∈ Cm, Cm ≡ {Ab1, Ab2} ); C∗m

– a selected mutated clone (C∗m ∈ Cm)
Input: Ag – an antigen ( f () – a solving problem); nAb – the number of antibodies; nC – the number of clones;
Output: the best solution.

1 Ab←− initialise set of antibodies;
2 repeat
3 Ab∗ ←− selection of Ab ∈ Ab using roulette’s well;
4 C←− produces nC clones of Ab∗;
5 Cm ←− {∀C ∈ C C is mutated and evaluated depending on Ag};
6 C∗m ←− select the best Cm ∈ Cm;
7 Ab←− (Ab \ { Ab∗}) ∪ { C∗m};
8 until stop criteria are not reached;
9 return Ab;

The algorithm controls the division of the solution space. This process produces four collections of figures differing
in size (scale), see paper [11]. The differences between algorithms mostly result from the function of selection and
evaluation. They decide on the algorithm’s effectiveness. The proposed algorithm differs from the algorithm presented
in [11] in antibodies and clones evaluation function. The proposed functions have a much smaller number of param-
eters necessary to determine its shape. The selection of these parameters affects the distribution of divisions of the
image. Parameters of the functions have been determined experimentally – by the algorithm tuning.

The function of clones evaluation fc : [0, 1]2 → [0, 1] can be described by the following formula

fc(p1, p2) = 1 − f (p1) + f (p2)
2

, (1)

I. Gościniak et al. / Procedia Computer Science 00 (2021) 000–000

where f : [0, 1]→ R is given by

f (p) =



p − A
B − A

if A ≤ p < B,

1 if B ≤ p < C,
D − p
D −C

if C ≤ p ≤ D,

0 if p < A ∨ p > D,

(2)

and p, p1, p2 ∈ [0, 1] are the coefficients of adaptation (see description of multi-resolution), and A ≤ B ≤ C ≤ D.
An example of the evaluation function of clones is presented in Fig. 2a. The parameters defining this function are as
follows: A = 0, B = 0.5, C = 0.5 and D = 1 (to obtain the symmetry of the function C = 1 − B). The clones selection
controls the population development.

(a) (b)

Fig. 2. Fitness function for (a) clones and (b) antibodies evaluation.

Population improvement depends on antibodies selection. The selection is based on the antibodies function of
evaluation. The size of sub-area and adaptation is taken into account in the evaluation. The function of evaluation
fa : [0, 1]2 → R is described by the following formula:

fa(p, a) = f (p) · l(a), (3)

where l : [0, 1] → R is given by l(a) = 1 − a · σ and σ ∈ R is the coefficient of sub-area impact, a ∈ [0, 1] is
the coefficient of sub-area (defined as the ratio of sub-area to the solution space area), p ∈ [0, 1] is the coefficient of
adaptation of produced antibody (p represents average shade, higher than the upper level or lower than the bottom
level). The evaluation function fa takes into account the evaluation f and the factor of the surface l. An example of
the evaluation function of antibodies is presented in Fig. 2b. The parameters defining this function were as follows:
A = 0, B = 0.25, C = 0.75 and D = 1 (for B = C = 0.5 the distribution of divisions is more uniform). Both evaluation
functions fc and fa give a wide range of algorithm operation control.

3. Selected measures of image

Each image is represented as a set of points in 2D space. Image points can be grouped according to the specific
rules. Analysis of image points and their groups using various methods gives a set of features describing the image.
Selected methods of image analysis used in the following study are discussed below.

A histogram of the image gives a graphical representation of the levels (tones) distribution in a digital image [1].
Using this information, the image can be divided into two parts representing the background and the object. It can
also be used to compare the quality of the images.
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where l : [0, 1] → R is given by l(a) = 1 − a · σ and σ ∈ R is the coefficient of sub-area impact, a ∈ [0, 1] is
the coefficient of sub-area (defined as the ratio of sub-area to the solution space area), p ∈ [0, 1] is the coefficient of
adaptation of produced antibody (p represents average shade, higher than the upper level or lower than the bottom
level). The evaluation function fa takes into account the evaluation f and the factor of the surface l. An example of
the evaluation function of antibodies is presented in Fig. 2b. The parameters defining this function were as follows:
A = 0, B = 0.25, C = 0.75 and D = 1 (for B = C = 0.5 the distribution of divisions is more uniform). Both evaluation
functions fc and fa give a wide range of algorithm operation control.

3. Selected measures of image

Each image is represented as a set of points in 2D space. Image points can be grouped according to the specific
rules. Analysis of image points and their groups using various methods gives a set of features describing the image.
Selected methods of image analysis used in the following study are discussed below.

A histogram of the image gives a graphical representation of the levels (tones) distribution in a digital image [1].
Using this information, the image can be divided into two parts representing the background and the object. It can
also be used to compare the quality of the images.
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Thresholding is an image processing method used, for instance, in image segmentation [25]. Using only two colours
during the thresholding process of a grey scale image, a binary image is obtained. The object is represented by the
white colour, whereas the background as the black colour. This type of thresholding is often called binarization. For
finding the threshold value, one can use the histogram of the image [18].

Another image measure is the characteristic spectrum introduced in [11]. To obtain this spectrum, firstly the division
of the image using a semi-multifractal optimization algorithm is applied. The process of image division creates four
sets of areas. Each of the sets is a covering of the image by objects of a given scale. Then, the fractal dimension D is
calculated for each set by using the coverage A (ε) and the scale ε:

Dk = lim
ε→0

log A (ε)
log ε

. (4)

The set of fractal dimensions creates the characteristic spectrum and is characteristic for an image.
The distribution of elements in the image can be analysed by designating a multifractal spectrum [10]. It is a good

comparative method that visualises the distribution of the elements and their grouping. The method for determining
the multifractal spectrum has been used as described in [10]. Because this method has an auxiliary meaning (indicator
– it is used to compare the distribution of objects in space) a detailed description is not given here. The interested
reader can find the description in [10].

4. Application of the algorithm for image recognition

As mentioned in the previous section, the binarization thresholds can be determined based on the histogram. Dif-
ferent values of the threshold cause significant differences in the obtained result. Wrong values can cause a problem
with the identification of the appropriate image features that enable its identification. The use of an optimization algo-
rithm can solve this problem. In this section, the automatic tuning of the optimization algorithm is presented to isolate
the characteristics that are important in identification. X-ray images of teeth were used for the study. The proposed
algorithm can be used to determine tooth structure characteristics (dentition) or for identification purposes.

The proposed method is of a comparative nature, therefore the analysis was carried out for image pairs. The tuning
of the algorithm involves choosing two levels at which the processing is performed. Levels should be selected so as to
the characteristic shapes are covered with subdivisions. It can be observed that the tooth’s shape will be traced at the
border of the background. However, the characteristic elements inside the tooth are above this border.

The evaluation functions used in the experiments are presented in Fig. 2 and the σ parameter used to define the
l function was equal to 0.5. A discussion showing the possibilities of choosing the algorithm parameters, and their
impact on its behaviour is presented below. At this point, it should be noted that these parameters’ values have a
significant influence on the distribution of the subdivisions. Afterwards, an attempt to automatic selection of these
parameters is presented.

Automatic tuning is based on the threshold that divides the image into the background and the object. The first level
represents the average value of background tones, whereas the second represents the average value of the object’s
tones.

The binary images (obtained from the images presented in Fig. 3a and b) of a single tooth are shown in Fig. 3c and
d. It is not difficult to notice that the binary images are different. The subdivisions of the images presented in Fig. 3a
and b are shown in Fig. 3e and f. Levels selected during the automatic tuning for the subdivisions shown in Fig. 3e
assume the following values: 0.25 and 0.56. The levels automatically selected for the subdivisions that are shown in
Fig. 3f assume the following values: 0.31 and 0.65 (histograms are not similar – Fig. 4a).

The binary images (obtained from the images presented in Fig. 5a and b) with two teeth are shown in Fig. 5c
and d. The subdivisions of the images are shown in Fig. 5e and f. Levels selected during the automatic tuning for
the subdivisions shown in Fig. 5e assume the following values: 0.37 and 0.66. Furthermore, the levels automatically
selected for the subdivisions shown in Fig. 5f assume the following values: 0.32 and 0.66. Due to the high similarity
of the histograms (Fig. 4b), the calculated values of levels are similar.
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The binary images (obtained from the images presented in Fig. 6a and b) with four teeth are shown in Fig. 6c
and d. The subdivisions of the images presented in Fig. 6a and b are shown in Fig. 6e and f. Levels selected during
the automatic tuning for the subdivisions shown in Fig. 6e assume the following values: 0.18 and 0.46. Moreover,
the levels automatically selected for the subdivisions shown in Fig. 6f assume the following values: 0.14 and 0.42.
Differences in the level values are caused by differences in the histograms (Fig. 4c).

(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (f)

Fig. 3. Test images of one tooth (a and b), binary images of test images of one tooth (c and d) and automatic subdivisions of test images (e and f).

(a) for Fig. 3 (b) for Fig. 5 (c) for Fig. 6 (d) for Fig. 7

Fig. 4. Histograms of test images (for Figs. 3, 5, 6 and 7, a – red and b – blue).

(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (f)

Fig. 5. Test images of two teeth (a and b), binary images of test images of two teeth (c and d) and automatic subdivisions of test images (e and f).

The binary images (obtained from the images presented in Fig. 7a and b) with two teeth are shown in Fig. 7c and
d. The subdivisions of the images presented in Fig. 7a and b are shown in Fig. 7e and f. Levels selected during the
automatic tuning for the subdivisions are shown in Fig. 7e assume the following values: 0.13 and 0.40. Furthermore,
the levels automatically selected for the subdivisions shown in Fig. 7f assume the following values: 0.16 and 0.40. In
this case, the calculated level values are similar because the histograms’ similarity is high (Fig. 4d).

(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (f)

Fig. 6. Test images of four teeth (a and b), binary images of test images of four teeth (a and b) and automatic subdivisions of test images (c and d).

The multifractal spectra for the images from Figs. 3–7 are shown in Fig. 8. It shows the differences in the distribu-
tion of divisions.
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Thresholding is an image processing method used, for instance, in image segmentation [25]. Using only two colours
during the thresholding process of a grey scale image, a binary image is obtained. The object is represented by the
white colour, whereas the background as the black colour. This type of thresholding is often called binarization. For
finding the threshold value, one can use the histogram of the image [18].

Another image measure is the characteristic spectrum introduced in [11]. To obtain this spectrum, firstly the division
of the image using a semi-multifractal optimization algorithm is applied. The process of image division creates four
sets of areas. Each of the sets is a covering of the image by objects of a given scale. Then, the fractal dimension D is
calculated for each set by using the coverage A (ε) and the scale ε:

Dk = lim
ε→0

log A (ε)
log ε

. (4)

The set of fractal dimensions creates the characteristic spectrum and is characteristic for an image.
The distribution of elements in the image can be analysed by designating a multifractal spectrum [10]. It is a good

comparative method that visualises the distribution of the elements and their grouping. The method for determining
the multifractal spectrum has been used as described in [10]. Because this method has an auxiliary meaning (indicator
– it is used to compare the distribution of objects in space) a detailed description is not given here. The interested
reader can find the description in [10].

4. Application of the algorithm for image recognition

As mentioned in the previous section, the binarization thresholds can be determined based on the histogram. Dif-
ferent values of the threshold cause significant differences in the obtained result. Wrong values can cause a problem
with the identification of the appropriate image features that enable its identification. The use of an optimization algo-
rithm can solve this problem. In this section, the automatic tuning of the optimization algorithm is presented to isolate
the characteristics that are important in identification. X-ray images of teeth were used for the study. The proposed
algorithm can be used to determine tooth structure characteristics (dentition) or for identification purposes.

The proposed method is of a comparative nature, therefore the analysis was carried out for image pairs. The tuning
of the algorithm involves choosing two levels at which the processing is performed. Levels should be selected so as to
the characteristic shapes are covered with subdivisions. It can be observed that the tooth’s shape will be traced at the
border of the background. However, the characteristic elements inside the tooth are above this border.

The evaluation functions used in the experiments are presented in Fig. 2 and the σ parameter used to define the
l function was equal to 0.5. A discussion showing the possibilities of choosing the algorithm parameters, and their
impact on its behaviour is presented below. At this point, it should be noted that these parameters’ values have a
significant influence on the distribution of the subdivisions. Afterwards, an attempt to automatic selection of these
parameters is presented.

Automatic tuning is based on the threshold that divides the image into the background and the object. The first level
represents the average value of background tones, whereas the second represents the average value of the object’s
tones.

The binary images (obtained from the images presented in Fig. 3a and b) of a single tooth are shown in Fig. 3c and
d. It is not difficult to notice that the binary images are different. The subdivisions of the images presented in Fig. 3a
and b are shown in Fig. 3e and f. Levels selected during the automatic tuning for the subdivisions shown in Fig. 3e
assume the following values: 0.25 and 0.56. The levels automatically selected for the subdivisions that are shown in
Fig. 3f assume the following values: 0.31 and 0.65 (histograms are not similar – Fig. 4a).

The binary images (obtained from the images presented in Fig. 5a and b) with two teeth are shown in Fig. 5c
and d. The subdivisions of the images are shown in Fig. 5e and f. Levels selected during the automatic tuning for
the subdivisions shown in Fig. 5e assume the following values: 0.37 and 0.66. Furthermore, the levels automatically
selected for the subdivisions shown in Fig. 5f assume the following values: 0.32 and 0.66. Due to the high similarity
of the histograms (Fig. 4b), the calculated values of levels are similar.
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The binary images (obtained from the images presented in Fig. 6a and b) with four teeth are shown in Fig. 6c
and d. The subdivisions of the images presented in Fig. 6a and b are shown in Fig. 6e and f. Levels selected during
the automatic tuning for the subdivisions shown in Fig. 6e assume the following values: 0.18 and 0.46. Moreover,
the levels automatically selected for the subdivisions shown in Fig. 6f assume the following values: 0.14 and 0.42.
Differences in the level values are caused by differences in the histograms (Fig. 4c).

(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (f)

Fig. 3. Test images of one tooth (a and b), binary images of test images of one tooth (c and d) and automatic subdivisions of test images (e and f).

(a) for Fig. 3 (b) for Fig. 5 (c) for Fig. 6 (d) for Fig. 7

Fig. 4. Histograms of test images (for Figs. 3, 5, 6 and 7, a – red and b – blue).

(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (f)

Fig. 5. Test images of two teeth (a and b), binary images of test images of two teeth (c and d) and automatic subdivisions of test images (e and f).

The binary images (obtained from the images presented in Fig. 7a and b) with two teeth are shown in Fig. 7c and
d. The subdivisions of the images presented in Fig. 7a and b are shown in Fig. 7e and f. Levels selected during the
automatic tuning for the subdivisions are shown in Fig. 7e assume the following values: 0.13 and 0.40. Furthermore,
the levels automatically selected for the subdivisions shown in Fig. 7f assume the following values: 0.16 and 0.40. In
this case, the calculated level values are similar because the histograms’ similarity is high (Fig. 4d).

(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (f)

Fig. 6. Test images of four teeth (a and b), binary images of test images of four teeth (a and b) and automatic subdivisions of test images (c and d).

The multifractal spectra for the images from Figs. 3–7 are shown in Fig. 8. It shows the differences in the distribu-
tion of divisions.
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(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (f)

Fig. 7. Test images of two teeth (a and b), binary images of test images of two teeth (c and d) and automatic subdivisions of test images (e and f).

(a) for Fig. 3 (b) for Fig. 5 (c) for Fig. 6 (d) for Fig. 7

Fig. 8. Multifractal spectrum of automatic subdivisions of images (for Figs. 3, 5, 6 and 7).

(a) for Fig. 3 (b) for Fig. 5 (c) for Fig. 6 (d) for Fig. 7

Fig. 9. Characteristic spectrum of automatic subdivisions of images (for Figs. 3, 5, 6 and 7).

The characteristic spectra for the images from Figs. 3–7 are presented in Fig. 9. The characteristic spectra presented
in Fig. 9 show a considerable similarity of the compared images except for Fig. 9c. The shapes of the multifractal
spectra shown in Fig. 8c are also very similar – significant differences occur in the location of the main coefficients: the
fractal dimension and the information dimension. It is not difficult to observe a significant difference when comparing
the images from Fig. 6a and b – these are clearly different objects.

An appropriate selection of the algorithm coefficients allows obtaining a similar spectral characteristic for different
images. Whereas the proposed automatic tuning results in a more uniform distribution of image divisions. Automatic
tuning gives satisfactory results. The determination of the average background and object level is a type of image
normalization. Another way of selecting levels is also possible – the level of binarization is used as a low level in the
next part of the study.

The discussion presented above shows a close relationship between the distribution of subdivisions and the image’s
individual character. To activate the characteristic features of the image, a scale-dependent mechanism for grouping
subdivisions is introduced in the classifier. It is a mechanism for scaling the value of the determined spectral coeffi-
cient. A new group is created when the relative change in the division scale exceeds the specified si factor. So, in the
classifier, ng groups are created when the relative change in scale reaches the value s1, and next the other groups are
created when the relative change in scale reaches the value of s2. Thus, for each spectral coefficient in the learning
process, three grouping parameters are determined: ng, s1 and s2. Spectral coefficients are computed using equation (4)
assuming the maximum scale in the group.

The proposed recognition method of dental X-ray images is divided into the following steps:

1. Removing the test image from a set of images.
2. The classifier learning process.
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3. Classification of the test image using nearest neighbour.

The test image classification is based on the sum of errors in the determination of spectral coefficients of the
test image (DAt,DBt,DCt,DDt) and the ith image (DAi,DBi,DCi,DDi) in the set (i.e., by using the Manhattan metric):
εi = |DAi − DAt | + |DBi − DBt | + |DCi − DCt | + |DDi − DDt |. The minimum error value εi indicates membership to the
group.

5. Experiments

Experiments were performed on a database created by the authors. The database consists of 40 images divided into
10 classes (see Fig. 10). The classes are denoted with the letters of the alphabet A–J, and the number of images in
each class is the following: A – 5, B – 5, C – 5, D – 5, E – 4, F – 4, G – 3, H – 4, I – 3, J – 2. The images in the
database were created from 10 base images – one image per class. Each base image was changed by the following
transformations: translation, rotation, scaling, reflection. Moreover, in some of the images, small changes to the tooth
were added locally (see for example Fig. 10b and d).

Statistical data of the images from the database is presented in Tab. 1. For each of the images the following
parameters were determined: the threshold level LT , the average background level LB, the average shade of object
LO, and characteristic spectrum coefficients DA, DB, DC i DD (letters in the subscript specify collections – see Fig.
1). Based on these results, it can be concluded that these images have very similar characteristics. The divisions
obtained by the proposed algorithm are also presented in Fig. 10. These images reveal the characteristic elements of
the subdivisions of images belonging to one group.

Table 1. Statistical parameters of the images.
Parameter LT LB LO DA DB DC DD

minimum 0.30 0.11 0.46 0.54 0.60 0.70 0.47
maximum 0.59 0.35 0.83 0.62 0.87 0.80 0.81
average 0.43 0.24 0.61 0.57 0.80 0.77 0.58
standard deviation 0.07 0.08 0.08 0.02 0.10 0.03 0.06
median 0.43 0.27 0.60 0.57 0.87 0.79 0.57

The use of these important image features requires learning the classifier. The obtained values of the coefficients
are presented in Tab. 2. Because these parameters specify rules for creating groups, they are valid for all images in the
set. Changes in the value of the s1 and s2 coefficients by several per cents do not affect the classifier’s operation. At
the same time, changes in the number of groups can significantly change the classifier’s effectiveness.

Table 2. Parameters of the classifier.
Spectrum ng s1 s2

DA 3 0.65 0.80
DB 3 0.70 0.65
DC 1 0.90 0.50
DD 4 0.45 0.35

To estimate the error rate of our recognition method the leave-one-out method [24] was used. The proposed recog-
nition method correctly recognized 32 images, which gives an efficiency that equals to 80% and in consequence error
of 20%. To better see the method’s recognition capabilities, the positive predictive value matrix (PPV matrix) [25]
was computed. The obtained PPV matrix is presented in Tab. 3.

From the obtained results, it is possible to see that only in the classes A, E, F, G and J the method correctly
recognized all images in the class. For the other classes, one can observe that the method confuses objects of a given
class with one or two classes’ objects. The case with the confusion with one class was obtained for the C (the objects
are confused with the object from class H), H (confusion with the C class) and I (confusion with the F class) classes.
The misclassification of two classes occurred for an object of the B and D classes. The B class’s confused objects were
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(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (f)

Fig. 7. Test images of two teeth (a and b), binary images of test images of two teeth (c and d) and automatic subdivisions of test images (e and f).

(a) for Fig. 3 (b) for Fig. 5 (c) for Fig. 6 (d) for Fig. 7

Fig. 8. Multifractal spectrum of automatic subdivisions of images (for Figs. 3, 5, 6 and 7).

(a) for Fig. 3 (b) for Fig. 5 (c) for Fig. 6 (d) for Fig. 7

Fig. 9. Characteristic spectrum of automatic subdivisions of images (for Figs. 3, 5, 6 and 7).

The characteristic spectra for the images from Figs. 3–7 are presented in Fig. 9. The characteristic spectra presented
in Fig. 9 show a considerable similarity of the compared images except for Fig. 9c. The shapes of the multifractal
spectra shown in Fig. 8c are also very similar – significant differences occur in the location of the main coefficients: the
fractal dimension and the information dimension. It is not difficult to observe a significant difference when comparing
the images from Fig. 6a and b – these are clearly different objects.

An appropriate selection of the algorithm coefficients allows obtaining a similar spectral characteristic for different
images. Whereas the proposed automatic tuning results in a more uniform distribution of image divisions. Automatic
tuning gives satisfactory results. The determination of the average background and object level is a type of image
normalization. Another way of selecting levels is also possible – the level of binarization is used as a low level in the
next part of the study.

The discussion presented above shows a close relationship between the distribution of subdivisions and the image’s
individual character. To activate the characteristic features of the image, a scale-dependent mechanism for grouping
subdivisions is introduced in the classifier. It is a mechanism for scaling the value of the determined spectral coeffi-
cient. A new group is created when the relative change in the division scale exceeds the specified si factor. So, in the
classifier, ng groups are created when the relative change in scale reaches the value s1, and next the other groups are
created when the relative change in scale reaches the value of s2. Thus, for each spectral coefficient in the learning
process, three grouping parameters are determined: ng, s1 and s2. Spectral coefficients are computed using equation (4)
assuming the maximum scale in the group.

The proposed recognition method of dental X-ray images is divided into the following steps:

1. Removing the test image from a set of images.
2. The classifier learning process.
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3. Classification of the test image using nearest neighbour.

The test image classification is based on the sum of errors in the determination of spectral coefficients of the
test image (DAt,DBt,DCt,DDt) and the ith image (DAi,DBi,DCi,DDi) in the set (i.e., by using the Manhattan metric):
εi = |DAi − DAt | + |DBi − DBt | + |DCi − DCt | + |DDi − DDt |. The minimum error value εi indicates membership to the
group.

5. Experiments

Experiments were performed on a database created by the authors. The database consists of 40 images divided into
10 classes (see Fig. 10). The classes are denoted with the letters of the alphabet A–J, and the number of images in
each class is the following: A – 5, B – 5, C – 5, D – 5, E – 4, F – 4, G – 3, H – 4, I – 3, J – 2. The images in the
database were created from 10 base images – one image per class. Each base image was changed by the following
transformations: translation, rotation, scaling, reflection. Moreover, in some of the images, small changes to the tooth
were added locally (see for example Fig. 10b and d).

Statistical data of the images from the database is presented in Tab. 1. For each of the images the following
parameters were determined: the threshold level LT , the average background level LB, the average shade of object
LO, and characteristic spectrum coefficients DA, DB, DC i DD (letters in the subscript specify collections – see Fig.
1). Based on these results, it can be concluded that these images have very similar characteristics. The divisions
obtained by the proposed algorithm are also presented in Fig. 10. These images reveal the characteristic elements of
the subdivisions of images belonging to one group.

Table 1. Statistical parameters of the images.
Parameter LT LB LO DA DB DC DD

minimum 0.30 0.11 0.46 0.54 0.60 0.70 0.47
maximum 0.59 0.35 0.83 0.62 0.87 0.80 0.81
average 0.43 0.24 0.61 0.57 0.80 0.77 0.58
standard deviation 0.07 0.08 0.08 0.02 0.10 0.03 0.06
median 0.43 0.27 0.60 0.57 0.87 0.79 0.57

The use of these important image features requires learning the classifier. The obtained values of the coefficients
are presented in Tab. 2. Because these parameters specify rules for creating groups, they are valid for all images in the
set. Changes in the value of the s1 and s2 coefficients by several per cents do not affect the classifier’s operation. At
the same time, changes in the number of groups can significantly change the classifier’s effectiveness.

Table 2. Parameters of the classifier.
Spectrum ng s1 s2

DA 3 0.65 0.80
DB 3 0.70 0.65
DC 1 0.90 0.50
DD 4 0.45 0.35

To estimate the error rate of our recognition method the leave-one-out method [24] was used. The proposed recog-
nition method correctly recognized 32 images, which gives an efficiency that equals to 80% and in consequence error
of 20%. To better see the method’s recognition capabilities, the positive predictive value matrix (PPV matrix) [25]
was computed. The obtained PPV matrix is presented in Tab. 3.

From the obtained results, it is possible to see that only in the classes A, E, F, G and J the method correctly
recognized all images in the class. For the other classes, one can observe that the method confuses objects of a given
class with one or two classes’ objects. The case with the confusion with one class was obtained for the C (the objects
are confused with the object from class H), H (confusion with the C class) and I (confusion with the F class) classes.
The misclassification of two classes occurred for an object of the B and D classes. The B class’s confused objects were
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(1) A1 (2) A2 (3) A3 (4) A4 (5) A5 (6) B1 (7) B2 (8) B3 (9) B4 (10) B5

(11) C1 (12) C2 (13) C3 (14) C4 (15) C5 (16) D1 (17) D2 (18) D3 (19) D4 (20) D5

(21) E1 (22) E2 (23) E3 (24) E4 (25) F1 (26) F2 (27) F3 (28) F4 (29) G1 (30) G2

(31) G3 (32) H1 (33) H2 (34) H3 (35) H4 (36) I1 (37) I2 (38) I3 (39) J1 (40) J2

Fig. 10. Obtained subdivisions of the images from the database used in the experiments.

Table 3. Positive predictive values for test images.
Group A B C D E F G H I J

A 1.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
B 0.00 0.60 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.50 0.00 0.00
C 0.00 0.00 0.80 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
D 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.60 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
E 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.20 1.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
F 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.20 0.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 0.33 0.00
G 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
H 0.00 0.20 0.20 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.50 0.00 0.00
I 0.00 0.20 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.67 0.00
J 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.00

classified to the H and I classes, whereas the object from the D class to the E and F classes. The lowest PPV value
that equals to 0.50, was obtained for objects of class H. Among the classes with the best representation (5 objects per
class), the worst PPV value was obtained in the B and D classes for which this value was equal to 0.60.

6. Conclusions

A modification of the semi-multifractal optimization algorithm has been presented in this paper. The modification
consisted in the use of evaluation functions that have a smaller number of parameters in comparison to the functions
from [11]. Using this modified method and the characteristic spectrum a dental X-ray image recognition method is
proposed. The obtained experimental results showed that the proposed method can effectively recognize X-ray images
of teeth.
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In our further work, the shapes of clones other than the ones used in the paper (Fig. 1) will be studied. This could
lead to a decrease in recognition error. Moreover, other fractal features will be tried to combine into our method, e.g.,
features extracted from the fractal code obtained with the fractal compression.
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Fig. 10. Obtained subdivisions of the images from the database used in the experiments.

Table 3. Positive predictive values for test images.
Group A B C D E F G H I J

A 1.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
B 0.00 0.60 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.50 0.00 0.00
C 0.00 0.00 0.80 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
D 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.60 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
E 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.20 1.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
F 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.20 0.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 0.33 0.00
G 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
H 0.00 0.20 0.20 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.50 0.00 0.00
I 0.00 0.20 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.67 0.00
J 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.00

classified to the H and I classes, whereas the object from the D class to the E and F classes. The lowest PPV value
that equals to 0.50, was obtained for objects of class H. Among the classes with the best representation (5 objects per
class), the worst PPV value was obtained in the B and D classes for which this value was equal to 0.60.

6. Conclusions

A modification of the semi-multifractal optimization algorithm has been presented in this paper. The modification
consisted in the use of evaluation functions that have a smaller number of parameters in comparison to the functions
from [11]. Using this modified method and the characteristic spectrum a dental X-ray image recognition method is
proposed. The obtained experimental results showed that the proposed method can effectively recognize X-ray images
of teeth.

I. Gościniak et al. / Procedia Computer Science 00 (2021) 000–000

In our further work, the shapes of clones other than the ones used in the paper (Fig. 1) will be studied. This could
lead to a decrease in recognition error. Moreover, other fractal features will be tried to combine into our method, e.g.,
features extracted from the fractal code obtained with the fractal compression.
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